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The CHamoru Studies track of the Pacific Asia Studies program recruited 12 majors and 7 minors in one day. This October event was organized by faculty advisors Michael Bevacqua (DH), Anne Hattori (DH), and Evelyn Flores (DEAL), as
well as affiliated faculty Rosa Palomo (DH), Sharleen Santos-Bamba (DEAL),
and James Viernes (DH/DEAL). A commemorative booklet, in both Chamoru
and English, was created, featuring essays by President Robert Underwood and
Chamorro Affairs Director Joseph Cameron. Photo courtesy of M. Bevacqua.

Tan Lam Pek Kim Building
The Tan family donated $1 million to the University of Guam for the naming rights
to the English & Communication Building (EC). 10% of that donation is directed
directly to the College to make building improvements. The first instalment paid
for renovations, furniture and computers for the University Writing Center and MyReadingLab stations. Future instalments will upgrade the Computer Classroom,
Communication Studios, and improve existing classrooms. The UOG Endowment
Foundation hosted a naming ceremony in October, which included the unveiling of
the new name, Tan Lam Pek Kim English & Communication Building. The Endowment also arranged for the installation of the Tan busts, the largest busts on
Guam, as well as replacing and refinishing all of the doors and repainting the interior of the atrium.
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From the Dean’s Desk
December 24, 2013
Happy New Year! 新年快乐！Welcome back to campus and the beginning of the Spring
semester, 2014. I hope you had a relaxing and productive holiday season.

COMMUNICATION
& FINE ARTS
FALL 2013
GRADUATES

Tiffany Bourgeios,
Communication
Averil Cabanban,
Fine Arts
Angelina Flores,
Fine Arts
Jesse Mangham,
Communication
Jerome Ocampo,
Fine Arts
Cecile Olandez,
Fine Arts
Jasmine Stole,
Communication
Colin Leon Guerrero,
Communication

This year the Endowment Foundation and the College will start the capital fund raising
campaign for the Fine Arts building. If you have not already contributed to the ongoing
campaign, now would be a good time to start your contributions for the Fine Arts building. Your contribution will make the next stage of campus development a reality.
The self-imposed silence of the liberal arts must find its voice on campus this year to advocate for the importance of the humanities and social sciences. Both the good to great
process and the proposed revised General Education structure will require that we, the
practitioners of the liberal arts need to convince other programs within and beyond the
College to accept the value the arts, humanities and social sciences for developing the
student’s command of the five core competencies. The liberal arts, social sciences, arts
and humanities are more important than that.
Carol Geary Schneider and David Townsend in “Defunding Disciplines Basic to Democracy
(Liberal Education, 99/3, Summer 2013) begin by lamenting that many leaders “… think
technical training and job skills are the way to prosperity and security.” They go on to
argue that deep emersion in the humanities and arts are the correct path to “…be successful in the pursuit of happiness, economic justice and entrepreneurial prosperity…” (p.
2).
They argue that:
“The contemporary dismissal of the humanities and arts weakens America domestically and also undermines brave people globally seeking to build effective
self-governing republics based on the consent of the people. Those serious
about these goals understand that the ideas of democracy and liberty are stronger than militaries or disbursals of cash. Free societies will not be achieved by
technocratic means without a foundation in ideas and values. The humanities
and arts are disciplines ‘basic to democracy’ because, while all learning is important to civic inquiry and vitality, the humanities and arts play a distinctive role
in developing knowledge and a temper of mind and heart that are indispensable
to a free society” (p. 3).
A diversity of ideas is needed to bring order and rational discourse to a diverse community let alone a diverse world.
Biba the Arts and Humanities! Biba UOG!
Wishing you a fruitful and productive 2014 Spring semester,
Yours Truly,

James Sellmann, Ph.D.
Dean
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In the News
Notre Dame HS was a big
donor to the Triton’s Society Food & Clothing
Drive this holiday season.
Pauline Baird (DEAL)
won the 2014 CCCC
Scholars for the Dream
Travel Award.
Michael Bevacqua (DH)
hosted a CHamoru Colloquium Series with presentations by several notable
speakers.

Mary Fegurgur (SBS)
received her Guam
Psychologist license .

review team for Good to
Great.

Doreen Fernandez (SBS)
and Beth Somera (CFA)
serve on the administrative support review team
for Good to Great.
Glenn Fox (CFA) staged
a reading of his original
play, Waiting for John.
David Gugin (DEAL) is
serving on the academic

PK Harmon (DEAL) guided students to present and
publish the collection of
poems, Off-Pitch Operas
of the Heart.
Arun Swamy (SBS) was
promoted to Associate
Professor.
Jason Vest (DEAL)
continues his sabbatical
leave.

Book Launch
Faculty Authors of major
publications as well as
contributors to the 4th
volume of Pacific Asia
Inquiry were honored by
the Dean at the Fiesta
Resort this December.
Masumi Kai (DH)
published two books,
Acquisition of Japanese
as a National Language
and Cross-Linguistic Borrowing in Japanese Used

by Elderly Yapese and
Palauan People.

Sharleen SantosBamba (DEAL).

Kirk Johnson (SBS) and
Diane Strong were honored for their Bali Field
School book, and Diane
spoke about her other
projects.

The President, Professor Emerita Stephenson and Director Emeritus Hiro Kurishina were
also in attendance.

David Atienza (DH)
spoke about his article,
from PAI, as did

Michael Stoil (SBS) and
Doug Farrer (DH) have
already completed books
for the next launch.
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Doreen Fernandez, Admin Officer
Ms. Fernandez started
working at the University of Guam with the
Division of Social and
Behavioral Sciences,
College of Liberal Arts
and Social Sciences on
January 15, 1990 as a
Secretary I.

HUMANITIES
FALL 2013
GRADUATES
Maria Baza,
Anthropology
Christopher Cabrera,
Japanese Studies
Carla Cherry,
Japanese Studies &
East Asian Studies
Alea Dugan,
Anthropology
Charlene Flores,
History
Ross Guevara,
Philosophy
Joshua Leon Guerrero,
Philosophy
Joffrey Martinez,
Anthropology
Melissa Meno,
History
Neil Pang, Philosophy
Daniel Peck, Philosophy
Sharon Seivers,
History
Joshua Tobias,
Anthropology

She has since worked
her way up to an Administrative Assistant

Doreen really enjoyed
working and helping
our students, faculty,
staff and the other services in SBS such as
Isa, VAWPP and I
Pinangon.

Jon Guerrero, Psychology
Mr. Guerrero has a Master of
Science degree in clinical psychology from the University of
Guam and has training through
clinical practica, internships,
and professional work experience conducted in a wide-range
of local mental health agencies,
including the Department of
Mental Health and Substance
Abuse (now Guam Behavioral
Health and Wellness Center),
Guam Superior Court’s Client
Services and Family Counseling
Division, the Department of
Youth Affairs, the Department
of Corrections, Mungga Makasse: Bullying Prevention Program, and Isa Psychological
Services Center.
Mr. Guerrero currently holds
the position of Supervisor-inTraining at Isa Psychological
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before taking the Administrative Officer
position in the Dean’s
Office just this year.
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Services Center where he is
conducting post-master’s training hours to support his application for licensure as a Licensed Mental Health Counselor in Guam. In addition, Mr.
Guerrero continues to be actively engaged in research and
scholarship. Over the past five
years, he has presented several
research papers at local and
international conferences, with
a particular focus on Chamoru
male identity and its relationship to domestic violence. Once he completes the
requirements to become a Licensed Mental Health Counselor, Mr. Guerrero plans to complete a doctoral degree in clinical psychology in the US mainland.

He is committed to working at
UOG for the next two years in
order to expand his experience
in teaching, clinical work, and
research within an academic
environment prior to applying
to doctoral schools.
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Romina King, Geography

Romina King is an environmental geographer
and is currently pursuing
her Ph.D in Geography at
University College Cork
Ireland. Her dissertation
centers on Guam as a
case study to examine
the vulnerability of small
island communities with

regard to climate
change. She hopes to
finish by June. Romina
has an M.A. in Micronesian Studies from the
University of Guam. Her
thesis examined attitudes and perceptions of
Micronesian migrants
with regard to Guam's
marine preserves. Romina also has an M.Sc in
Geographic Information
Systems from the University of Southampton,
UK. Her thesis compared
the quality of volunteered geographic information with proprietary
geographic information.
Romina was born in the
Philippines and was
raised on Long Island,

New York. She moved to
Guam shortly after undergraduate studies at
Boston College where
she earned a degree in
economics, with a focus
on the environment. Romina resided
on Guam for eight
years. She decided to
leave the island to pursue her doctorate and
has returned to teach
geography at CLASS.
Her current projects include drafting a watershed management plan
for the Manell/Geus watershed and an ecosystem valuation of the
Manell/Geus watershed
with regard to flooding.

Tabitha Espina Velasco, English
Tabitha Espina Velasco
is a proud alumna of
the University of Guam
and a GovGuam Merit
Scholar.
Ms. Velasco graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts
in Elementary Education as the Fall 2011
valedictorian and with

a Master of Arts in
English (Literature) in
Fall 2013.
She desires to contribute to her island
through education, the
arts, and scholarship,
and is happy to have
been hired to teach
English for CLASS.
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Language Arts Conference
The 26th Annual Regional Language
Arts Conference was held on campus
this year to be more sustainable and
cost effective. Keynote speakers were
Drs. Narissa Underwood and Marguerite Smith. Retired SOE Dean George
Kallingal also gave a plenary address.
There were 20 other academic
presentations. The College, the
School of Education, and Guam Chapter of the International Reading Association were the major sponsors while
McGraw-Hill sponsored the closing
reception.

ENGLISH
FALL 2013
GRADUATES
Joyce Aguilo,
Literature
Frank Aguon III,
Literature
Victoria Aguon,
Literature

Photo Courtesy M. Rivera

Marianas History Conference

Allowyn Boyd,
ESL
Christopher Cabrera,
Language
Zhalynn Chua,
Language
Patricia Carrasco,
Language and Literature
Tabitha Espina,
MA English
Neil Pang
Literature and Language
Jacyln Quitugua,
Literature
Samantha Rivo,
Literature
Nelson Soliva,
Language
Chelsea Ulloa,
Literature
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The University of
Guam, Guam Preservation Trust, Guampedia,
and the Northern
Marianas Humanities
Council hosted the 2nd
Marianas History Conference on the UOG
Campus in Mangilao,
Guam, from
August 30-31.
Dr. Anne Perez Hattori
and Dr. Keith L.
Camacho were
the keynote speakers at the conference.
Camacho presented
“Militarized Incarceration: The US Navy’s
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War Crimes Tribunals
Program of Guam,
1945-1949″. Hattori
presented “Chamorro
Barmaids, Congressmen, and the 21st Century Doings of Marianas History.”
The conference covered a full range of
topics associated with
the Archipelago’s history under the following general categories:
Ancient History; Early
Colonial (17th-18th
centuries); Late Colonial (19th-early 20th
centuries); World War

II; Recent (post-war);
and Oral History and
Genealogical Research. The general
categories correspond
to the 1st Marianas
History Conference.
In addition to papers,
posters that address
the conference theme
and/or topics were
exhibited through the
2nd day of the conference.
Article and logo
reprinted by
permission of
Shannon Murphy,
GuamPedia.
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Travel Grants
Curtis Rigsby (DH)
was awarded $1500 to
present at the Center
for Process Studies.

Mary Fegurgur (SBS)
was awarded $850 to
present at the ASEAN
conference in Manila.

Arun Swamy (SBS)
was awarded $1500 to
present at the Social
Policy and Governance
Conference in Hong
Kong.

Andrea Sant Hartig
(DEAL) was awarded
$1200 to present at the
MLA conference.

Sarah Smith (SBS)
was awarded $1000 to
present at the American Anthropological
Assoc. Conference in
Chicago.
Kirk Johnson (SBS)
was awarded $1000 to
conduct research on
sustainability and indigenous knowledge
through Micronesia.
Michelle Blas (CFA)
and Elizabeth Kelley
Bowman (DEAL) were
each awarded $1200
to co-present at the
Blackfriars Conference.

Masumi Kai (DH) was
awarded $1200 to attend a workshop in
Boston
Lewis Rifkowitz
(CFA) was awarded
$1200 to present at the
International Ceramics
Conference in China.
Yvette Guison (MSCP
student) was awarded
$600 to present at the
ASEAN conference in
Manila.
MSP graduate students Charmaine
Ledesma and Jacy
Moore were each
awarded $1000 to present at the IndoPacific
Prehistory Conference.

Photo Courtesy of M. Blas

Research Grants
Doug Farrer (DH) was
awarded $1415 to receive
dive master training for an
upcoming Yap Maritime
Archeology School.

Masumi Kai (DH) was
awarded $1000 to receive
training in fMRI brain mapping for language acquisition.

Elizabeth Kelley Bowman
(DEAL) was awarded $2850
to establish an oral history
repository on Guam.
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News Room Gets Face Lift

SOCIAL &
BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCES
FALL 2013
GRADUATES

Students in CO385 renovated their class and work-room space. Special wireless access was
arranged with the Computer Center so that the work stations could be rearranged in clusters,
more conducive to group collaborative working. Lee San Nicholas (FA) painted a mural on
most of one wall, both brightening the room and representative of media production.

Maria Aguon,
MS Clinical
Psychology

Photo courtesy of Triton’s Call.

Taylor Amdal-Barela,
Psychology
Justine Bautista,
Psychology

Faculty Biennial

Eghiem Callasan,
Political Science
Danize Concepcion,
Sociology
Dlast Manyer,
Political Science
Keith Ngotel,
Political Science
Justice Quitugua,
Psychology
Samantha Rivo,
Sociology
Joshua Tobias,
Sociology
Serena-Luann Toves
Sociology and Psychology
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Most faculty write articles and books as part of their research endeavor. Music
and Theatre faculty give public performances of their work. Art faculty “publish”
their art in Art Exhibitions. The UOG Isla Center for the Arts, in addition to sponsoring a major exhibition from the Japan Foundation, held the Biennial Faculty
Exhibit, offering full– and part-time faculty the chance to show the University community what they have been creating. Current full-time Art faculty Jose Babauta,
Ric Castro and Lewis Rifkowitz each had work on display, as did Professor
Emeritus Robert Sajnovsky. Part-time faculty Victor Consuega, Lindsay Kane,
and Perry Perez also had work displayed. The exhibit was curated by Velma
Yamashita.
Photo Courtesy Gi Hwang.
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Student Directors Steal Show
Every two years, student enrolled in TH308 are required direct short plays or scenes as part of the
SLOs for the course. The course is taught by Michelle Blas (CFA), who also mentors and guides the
students through the production process. There were six student directors in this November’s production of Sex, Love, and Pistols: An Evening of Student Directed Scenes. Glenn Fox (CFA) was the
faculty Set & Lighting Designer and Technical Director of the production. Now that adjunct professor
Tali Ariav (CFA) is teaching Playwriting at UOG, future incarnations of the student-directed scenes
will also feature student-written work! This fall, four budding playwrights were given a staged reading
as their final projects.
Photos Courtesy of Alpha Psi Omega.

Ean Taijeron (FA) directed “Tarantino
Variation,” an absurdist comedy
about three killers choosing life.

Nathaniel Macaerag (CO/FA) directed
“The Wedding Story,” a deconstruction of the classic fairy tail.

Jo Datuin (FA) directed “Anything For
You,” a dinner between two best
friends who maybe want more.

Christylen Ochoco (FA) directed “I’m
Sorry,” an unlikely love story between
two lonely city apartment dwellers.

Steven Torres (EN/FA) directed the
moving “...last and always” about the
last phone call between two lovers.

Joyce-Lynn Rose Torres (PS/FA) directed “Medusa’s Tale,” a modern
reconstruction of a classic myth.
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CLASS CONNECTIONS is a semiannual newsletter distributed by the
CLASS Dean’s Office at the University of Guam.
Photographs are provided courtesy
of staff and faculty in the College.
Except where noted, text and layout
are by Troy McVey. Copy editing is
provided by James Sellmann.
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